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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. A set S in a metric space X is called proximinal [9, p. 7041 if every 
x E X has a nearest point in S. By analogy we could say that S is densely 
proximinal if the set of x which has a nearest point in S is dense in X. When X 
is a Banach space and each closed subset is densely proximinal then X is said 
to have the property of admitting nearest points [lo]. The property of dense 
proximinality can be weakened in a natural manner when X is a normed 
linear space by replacing density in the norm topology with density in the 
weak topology. Similarly, when X is a conjugate space one could consider 
density in the weak*-topology. The terms weakly proximinal and weak*- 
proximinal (instead of the awkward weakly-densely-proximinal, etc.) will 
thus be understood to mean that points in X with a nearest point in S form 
a weakly, resp. a weak-star, dense set in X. 
1.2. If X is reflexive then, as is well known, any weakly closed set is 
proximinal; hence every closed convex set is proximinal. Similarly, if X is a 
conjugate Banach space then any weak*-closed set is proximinal. On the 
other hand any nonreflexive Banach space contains a closed subspace which 
fails to be proximinal. For, as shown by James [7], in such spaces there is 
always a continuous linear functional which fails to attain its supremum on 
the closed unit ball; f-‘[o] is readily seen to have the property that no point 
in its complement has a nearest point in it. Sets failing to be proximinal 
in this extreme manner are referred to as very-non-proximinal [9]. Examples 
of bounded convex bodies which are very-non-proximinal are also known 
(cf. [5]). However, boundedness does eliminate very-non-proximinality from 
a wide class of nonreflexive Banach spaces. For example, if X is a separable 
conjugate Banach space and S C X is closed and bounded (not necessarily 
convex) then, as shown in [6], for every d > 0 there is an x E X which has a 
nearest point s in S and 11 x - s jl = d. 
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1.3. In what follows we shall consider the class of Banach spaces X 
having the following property: 
(u) Every closed and bounded convex subset of X 
is the closed convex hull of its strongly exposed 
points. 
Recall that x ES is said to be a strongly exposed point of S if an f~ X* 
exists with f(x) > f(s) for every s ES, s # x, and whenever {x,> C S and 
f(x,) +f(x) then x, -+ x. One of the main results of this paper is 
(essentially) that every closed and bounded convex subset of a Banach space 
having property (u) is weakly proximinal. 
2. ON PROPERTY (u) 
In [l] Asplund proved the following 
2.1. PROPOSITION. If E is an SDS and K is a weak*-compact convex subset 
of E* then K is the weak*-closed convex hull of all those of its points which are 
strongly exposed by functionals from E. 
An SDS, as defined by Asplund [I], is a Banach space X with the property 
that every convex function defined on X is Frechet differentiable on a dense 
G6 subset of its domain of continuity; (here convex functions are considered 
which are defined on X with values in (- co, co], finite valued and continuous 
on a nonempty set called the domain of continuity). 
It should be noted that in the definition of property (Q) closed-and- 
boundedness rather than weak*-compactness is used; however the set of 
strongly exposed points there is larger, in general, than the corresponding one 
in Proposition 2. I. This notwithstanding we show below that Proposition 2.1 
implies that any space which is the conjugate of an SDS has property (u). 
(An independent and entirely different proof of this fact is given in [4].) 
2.2. PROPOSITION. If X = E* where E is an SDS then X has property (u). 
Proof. Let C be a closed and bounded convex set in X and W the closed 
convex hull of the strongly exposed points of C. We have to show that C = W. 
By Proposition 2.1 the weak*-closed convex hull K of C is the same as that 
of the set of those points x E K which are strongly exposed by functionals 
from E. It readily follows that W # 0. (Indeed, if the weak*-continuous 
functional f strongly exposes x E K then clearly a sequence {x,} C C must exist 
such that f(x,J ---f f(x); hence x, + x and therefore, since C is closed, x E C 
and x is a strongly exposed point of C). Without loss of generality we may 
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assume that the origin 0 is in W. Suppose now that, contrary to our asser- 
tion, there is a c E C which is not in W. Then anfE X* exists such that 
cr = sup{f(x): x E W} < 1 = f(c). 
Let g E X* be a weak*-continuous functional such that g(c) = 1 and let 
T: X -+ X be an isomorphism of X onto itself with the property that T(c) = c 
and T[f-‘[o]] = g-l[o]; (e.g., T can be chosen to be the identity on 
f-lb1 n g-V 1 o an d such that a given u ~f-l[~] be mapped onto a L’ E g-‘[o] 
where both u and u are not in f-‘[o] n g-‘[o]). With T so chosen we have 
T*g = J Indeed, if x = OLC + y where y of-l[~] then T*g(x) = gT(olc + y) = 
oLg(T(c)) + g(T(y)) = 01 = f(x). Since g is weak*-continuous and 
g-l[(u + 1)/2] separates the points 0, c E C, it follows from Proposition 2.1 
that a point w E C exists such that T(w) is a strongly exposed point of T[C] 
and g(T(w)) > (u + 1)/2. If h E X* strongly exposes T(w) then T*h strongly 
exposes w. (For if 7’(z) # T(w) is in T[C] then h( 7’( W)) > h(T(z)) and 
therefore T*h(w) > T*h(z); further, if {x,} C C is a sequence with T*h(w) + 
T*h(w) then h( T(x,)) + h(T(w)) so that T(x,) --+ T(w) and x, -+ w.) Hence 
w G W. On the other hand 
f(w) = T*&) = dm4) > (0 + 1)/2 > u 
which is incompatible with the fact that f(x) < u for all x E W. This contra- 
diction shows that W = C, proving our assertion. 
Remark. In [S], R. R. Phelps has recently characterized property (Q) 
in terms of several other properties. One such characterization [S, Theorem 91 
is that a Banach space X has property (u) if and only if every bounded subset S 
of X is dentable. (Recall that SC X is said to be dentable if for each E > 0 
there is an s ES such that s is not in the closed convex hull of (U ES: 
11 U - X :i > E}.) 
3. Two LEMMAS 
In [6] we used certain properties of the extreme points of the set 
Md = S + dB where B is the unit ball of a Banach space X, S is a closed and 
bounded subset of X, and d is an arbitrary positive number. The utility of 
the above set is due to the fact that if u E Md is a boundary point of Md in [6] 
u has a nearest point x in S and /I x - u I/ = d = inf{ll u - s //: s ES}. The 
following lemmas give sufficient conditions for the existence of such U. 
3.1. LEMMA. If u is a strongly exposed point of AZd then u has a nearest 
point x (in S) and jl x - u // = d. 
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Proof. Suppose &i, is strongly exposed at u by the functional 5 Then, 
as can be readily seen (cf. [3])fstrongly exposes both S and dB. If x and y are 
the points of S and di3 which are strongly exposed by f then, clearly, 
u = x + y. Thus u E &id and the result follows from [6, Lemma 21. 
3.2. LEMMA. Let C be a closed and bounded convex set in a Banach space X. 
Let d > 0 and Md = C $ dB. Let F be a Jrat of finite codimension meeting 
the interior of Md and let M’ = F n M, . Then the set of strongly exposed 
points of m’ is contained in Md . 
Proof. Let z be a strongly exposed point of ii?’ and f E X* a strongly 
exposing functional (of z with respect to a’). Without loss of generality we 
may assume that z = 0 and, therefore, 
sup{f(x): x E M’} = 0. 
It follows from the Hahn-Banach theorem that the restriction off to t;can be 
extended to a g E X* with 
sup{g(x): x E Md} = 0. 
Let H be a subspace of g-i[o] which is complementary to g-‘[o] n F and 
suppose that {z,} is a sequence in M’ converging to z = 0. For n = 1,2,... 
let x, E C, y,, E dB be such that x, + yn = z, . Let x, = xn’ + x’:, , 
yn = yn’ + yi with xn’, yn’ E F, xi , y: E H. To prove the lemma it suffices 
to show that at least one of the sequences (x,}, {ys has a convergent sub- 
sequence. Since (x3, { yi} are bounded sequences in the finite-dimensional 
space H there is clearly no loss of generality in assuming that both converge; 
and, consequently lim,,, x’:, = -lim,,, yz . It suffices then to show that 
{x,‘} contains a convergent subsequence. Suppose this is not the case and, 
therefore, an E > 0 and an increasing sequence of positive integers {ni} exist 
such that 
I/ x& - x& jj > E (i #j; i, j = I, 2 ,... ). 
Since g, like f, strongly exposes 0 with respect to R’ it readily follows that a 
8 > 0 exists such that the set 
u = (24 E I-w: g(u) > -S} 
is of diameter less than ~12. 
Let w E Md be an interior point of Md with g(w) > --6/2 and suppose 
r > 0 is such that w’ E Md whenever 11 w - w’ j/ < r. Let iV1 be such that for 
m, n > N1 it is always true that 
II yG + xk II = IKX - /& vi) + WA - $+% x311 < r. 
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The fact that g(z,J tends to zero as IZ + co is readily seen to imply that 
{ g(x,‘)} and { g(yt)} both converge and lim,,, g(x,‘) = --lim,,, g(y,‘). 
Thus an N, exists such that whenever m, n > N, then 
I dY,’ + xm’>l < w. 
Let N = max(N, , NJ and suppose n, n, , n2 > N. Let wL’ = -(yz + xzle), 
k = 1,2,andset 
%c = *(Ml + MJk’) + $(y, + &J. 
Then uk E Md since w + wk’, yn f xnK E Md . On the other hand uk E F since 
uk = $w + +(yn’ + xk,); hence u1 , u2 E M’. Now 
Thus 4 jl x;, - xL2 11 = I/ ur - u2 /I < 42, which is impossible. This contra- 
diction shows that {x,} contains a convergent subsequence completing the 
proof of the lemma. 
4. MAIN RESULTS 
4.1. THEOREM. Let C be a closed and bounded convex set in a Banach space 
X havingproperty (g). If d > 0 then the set ofpoints x for which a y E C exists 
such that 
/I x - y Ij = d = inf{ll x - c I/: c E C> 
is weakly dense in the boundary of 
Md = C f dB 
where B = {x E X: /I x II < l}. 
Proof. Let u be an arbitrary point of the boundary of Md and suppose 
that u does not belong to Md. Let W be a weak neighborhood of 1.4 (in X). 
Then a finite set of functionals {fi ,fi ,...,fn} C X* exists such that 
F = n {f;'[l]: i = 1, 2,..., n} 
is contained in Wand M’ = F n Md meets the interior of Md . By Lemma 3.2 
the strongly exposed points of M’ belong to Md . Since these form a nonempty 
subset of the boundary of Md it follows that such points may serve as x in the 
statement of the theorem. 
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4.4. COROLLARY. With X and C as in the preceding theorem, C is weakly 
proximinal. 
4.3. PROPOSITION. Let S be a closed and bounded set in a Banach space X 
having property (CT). Then the set of points in X which have a nearest point in S 
contains infinitely many closed rays emanating from points of S. 
Proof. Suppose that f E X*, 11 f jl = 1, has the property that f(u) = 
sup{f(x): II x I/ < l} for some U, with 11 u 11 = 1 and f(s) = sup{f(x): x ES} 
for some s E S. Let R be the ray emanating from s and containing s + U. If 
v = s + Xu with h > 0 then h = /I v - s /I = inf{/j v - x 11: x ES}. Indeed, 
if for some y~Sl[y---cj/ <X then jf(y-v)l <h andf(y)-j(s)= 
f(y - z’) + f(hu) = f( y - v) + h > 0; this, however, is impossible since 
f(y) -f(s) < 0 for all y E S. It follows that all points of R have s as a 
nearest point. Now, if z is a strongly exposed point of M = COS + B then 
there is an f E X* satisfying the condition stated above and, moreover, if 
z’, ZK, are distinct strongly exposed points of M, then clearly, the corre- 
sponding rays R,t , R,s , which are determined by them are also distinct. 
Thus if the set of strongly exposed points of M is infinite the proposition 
follows. If not, then Co S + B is the convex hull of a finite set so that S must 
be compact and the result is obvious. 
5. EXAMPLES AND REMARKS 
5.1. Every nonreflexive space (whether it has property (u) or not) 
contains a closed and bounded convex set which fails to be densely proxi- 
minal. For, if f E X* is any continuous linear functional which does not attain 
its supremum on the closed unit ball then C = (x E X: 11 x I/ < 1 and 
f(x) = 0) has the desired property. Indeed, if x is any point with 11 x 11 < 1 
andf(x) # 0 then 
inf{ll x - y jj: y E C) = inf{ll x - y 11: y Ef-‘[o]} 
but, as mentioned earlier, f-‘[o] is very-non-proximinal. 
5.2. An open problem mentioned by several authors is whether every 
locally uniformly convex reflexive Banach space admits nearest points. 
While we are unable to give a conclusive answer to the above, we do give a 
negative answer to a closely related question. In the following example we 
show that a reflexive, strictly convex, separable Banach space exists which 
fails to admit nearest points. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Let X = e, @ R be equipped with the norm jj * Ij defined by 
/1(x, r)ll = max(ll x ljea , 1 r I) and let jlj * //I be defined by setting 
Ili(x, r>lli = 11(x, r>ll + 
i 
r* + f 1’2 (xn2/29 
72=1 1 
where x, is the nth coordinate of x = (x1 , x2 ,..., x, ,... ). The above norms 
are equivalent since 
Ilk r>li < llltx, r)llI d 3 Ilk r)ii. 
On the other hand since the functionals sending (x, r) to x, and r distinguish 
between members of X, 111 . Ii/ is, by known results on renormings, strictly 
convex; it is obviously reflexive and separable. 
Now let S = {(Q , 2 + (l/k)): k = 1,2,...} where ek is the kth member of 
the standard orthonormal basis for 6’, , and let 
U = ((1.4 r): II z4 Ill, < 4, I r / < &>. 
For any (u, r) in the neighborhood U of the origin we then have 
Ill@, r> - (Q , 2 + WW 
= 2 - r + (l/k) + ((2 - r + (l/W2 + zk bn2P29 + ((1 - ~ii)~/2~~))~‘~ 
> 2 - r + (2 - r)” + f “’ (~~~12~“) = inf{l]i(u, r) - w jj/: w ES}. 
n=1 
Thus no point in U has a nearest point in the closed and bounded set S. 
To show that X fails to be uniformly convex set rk = 2-“-1(22” - 1)li2, 
k = 1, 2,..., and uk = ($elc , rk). With u,, = (0, $) E X, it readily follows that 
111 uk 111 = 1, k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., I// u0 + ~4~ [/I --f 2 and clearly uk + uO. 
5.3. It would seem natural to ask whether the results of this paper carry 
over in some fashion to farthest points. The following example serves to show 
that I1 which, as a separable conjugate space, has (v) contains a symmetric 
closed and bounded convex body C with the property that no point in that 
space has a farthest point in C. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 
c = x = (x1 ) x2 )..., x 
! 
n ,...I E 11: II x II + (gI (xA22”))1’2 < 11 
and suppose x E C. Clearly Ij x I/ < 1, so that /j 4’ - x 11 < II y I/ + 1 for all 
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y E 6’, . Thus to prove the assertion it suffices to show that a sequence {x(~)}, 
of points in C, exists such that for any y E 8, 11 y - xcrn) I/ + jj y jl + 1. The 
following is readily seen to be such a sequence. With xQ’ denoting the kth 
coordinate of xfm), set xk”” = 0 if k # m and xr’ = 1 - 2-“. 
5.4. If X is a Banach space containing a symmetric closed and bounded 
convex body C such that no point of X has a farthest point in C then using C 
as a new unit ball for a renorming of X the complement of the original open 
ball is readily seen to be very-non-proximinal. This observation together 
with the preceding remark shows that a renorming of e, exists containing a 
very-non-proximinal set whose complement is a closed and bounded sym- 
metric convex body. 
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